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              FLYING CHANGE  
 ‘Requiring perfect practise instead of practise makes perfect’’  

 

 

     MANUAL 

 

 

Foreword 

This document is the result of many years of research and personal experience world-wide.  

I sincerely hope that it will be useful to your personal learning experience and contribute to 

your personal training and development. This document goes together with the video 

assigned to you in the Online Support Program. Make sure to first watch the video and use 

the manual as an additional learning tool.  I wish you a lot of fun and lightbulb moments 

diving into these materials. 

 

Copyrights 

Please take note that the content of this manual is copyrighted by Thirza Hendriks. It is 

strictly forbidden to change or publish this document online or distribute to third parties 

without the explicit written consent of Thirza Hendriks herself.  

Disclaimer 

This document has been compiled with great care to ensure the accuracy of the 

information. This document is part of Classical Horse Training Online Support Program. The 

content is therefore incomplete without the accompanying video. Thirza Hendriks cannot be 

held responsible for incorrect information in this document or any damage caused by 

incorrect use of this information. This document does not replace veterinary diagnosis and 

no definite medical conclusions can be drawn from this document. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Unlike walk and trot, in which the footfall remains the same during lead changing, the 

canter requires a rearrangement of the horse’s footfall when the horse or rider wants to 

change direction. In this rearrangement the horse changes from one canter lead to the 
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other, also known as the flying change. The flying change was designed for practical 

purposes of changing lead in the canter and demands great coordination.  

Fergus idea of a flying change. Copyright to Jean Abernethy 2013. 

To understand the biomechanics of the flying change, one must first study and then 

correctly feel the limb kinematics of the canter. The canter strikes start with the outside 

hind limb, followed by a diagonal pair of the inside hind limb and outside front limb and 

then finishes with the inside front limb as leading limb. The leading limb is the last limb to 

leave the ground when the horse 

reaches the suspension phase. So 

for example, when a horse is on 

the right lead canter, the left 

hindlimb is the first limb to hit 

the ground, the limbs following 

are the right hind limb and left 

front limb , followed by the 

‘leading’ right front limb which 

then leaves the ground as the last 

limb entering the suspension 

phase.  

 

 

The horse can execute a flying change only during the suspension phase. Timing of the aids 

is therefore key as they have to be given slightly before the moment of suspension so the 

horse is allowed optimal coordination to perform the move. Since the inside front limb is 

the last leg to leave to the ground, the aids have to be given when this leg is coming 

forward.  

 

The flying change thus requires a lot of finesse and subtleties of the rider to guide and 

prepare the horse adequately for the athletic demand of the exercise as timing and 

coordination prove to be more important ingredients than the ‘correct’ aids and the  

amount of pressure and repetition.  

 

It is argued by some that the flying change is an easy exercise as it is a natural way for a 
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horse to change lead. Lead changes can often be observed when a horse is cantering freely 

through the pasture and decides to change its direction. However, a lead change in the field 

differs greatly from a true flying change asked in dressage. The old masters already 

recognized the difficulty of a true flying change as they prepared their horses for the move 

by using the balance of airs above the ground.  

 

The biomechanical difference between a lead change versus a true flying change can best be 

explained of those commonly practised in the show jumping and those required for 

dressage. Within show jumping traditions, a lead change is often one of the first things 

taught to the young horse whereas within dressage, it belongs to the higher of movements 

of more experienced horses.  

 

Within jumping tradition, a common method to teach the flying change is via the use of 

poles. The horse is cantered over either a ground or raised pole and asked to ‘turn’ direction 

to the other side in the moment the horse canters over the pole. So for example, the pole is 

approached from the right side in a right lead canter and then by opening the hand turned 

to the left when going over the pole to encourage the horse to take the lead change1.   

These lead changes seen in show jumping ring often result in changes in which the horse is 

considered as ‘late behind’. However, in truth the horse is not late behind but places himself 

into a lateral sequence instead of a diagonal sequence at the second beat of the canter 

(Jean Luc Cornille, Science of Motion 2012).  

 

Let’s explain this by an imaginary example 

of a horse in the left lead canter. To obtain 

the left lead, the horse starts the canter 

with the right hind leg, followed by an 

almost simultaneous diagonal beat of the 

left hind leg and right front leg and 

finished with the alighting of the left front 

limb and then the suspension phase. From 

there, a true flying change would start 

during the suspension phase with ground 

contact of the left hind limb, followed by a 

diagonal sequence of the new inside right 

hind leg immediately followed by the 

impact of the new outside left front limb  

and then finished by the new right leading front limb. However, in a jumping lead change, in 

the suspension moment front the left lead canter, the horse often re-impacts with the right 

 
1 There are of course many more different methods or elements to it, but since the purpose of the manual is to 
focus on flying changes used in dressage I decided to only briefly cover one of the most common methods used 
in jumping for comparison reasons only.  
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hind limb instead of the left. This way, instead of combining a diagonal sequence of 

combining ground contact of the left hind with alighting the right front limb, the horse 

places himself in a lateral sequence landing on the left front limb. The horse throws the 

right front limb forward and brings the hind limbs under while supporting its body over the 

right front limb and the following suspension phase.  

 

So this will give the look-a-like of a flying change, but its biomechanics is far from that. 

Riders often don’t know that the biomechanics of the limbs during the lead change differ 

greatly from the limb sequences executing a true flying change. A horse doing such a 

jumping lead change should not be accused of being late behind. It is just making a different 

performance. A rider who will only use more leg pressure only shows ignorance of 

understanding true biomechanics.  

 

Measurements have thus shown that, if executed correctly, a horse will always shorten the 

stride before the change and accelerate the stride after the change. A kinematic study of 

the flying change argued that horses achieve better balance control when increasing the 

contact phase of the hind limbs during the stride preceding the flying change: “Preceding a 

lead change, the higher-scoring horses increased their contact duration of the hindlimbs and 

decreased the length of step and time between forelimb impacts to prepare to execute the 

lead change in the succeeding airborne phase (N.R.  

Deuel, 1990).’’  

 

As a rider, it is thus our task to guide the horse’s brain and thus body coordination towards 

greater deceleration of the hind limbs to properly prepare the horse for the flying change.  

Not one moment should we ever consider a horse’s difficulty in performing this exercise as 

being ‘stubborn’ or ‘lazy’ but instead always realize it is the outcome of incorrect body 

coordination.   

 

Today a correct flying change still proves to be a very difficult exercise and its success relies 

mostly on the preceding quality of the canter and preparatory exercises. It is required and 

used in most dressage tests, where at the highest level the horse is asked to perform so 

called tempi changes every stride for twelve to fifteen strides in total.  

 

Throughout this manual and accompanying videos I hope to give you some more insights 

into its biomechanics and my journey of teaching it to a series of horses that might be of 

help to you☺  

 

 

 

 

                                  HISTORY 
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Research of classical equestrian literature has failed to find any evidence that the flying 

change was practiced deliberately until well into the ninetieth century. Before this period, 

it was regarded as a difficult exercise prepared by the balance of airs above the ground. 

Apart from flying changes we can also find a description of a movement called ‘de ferme a 

ferme’ which is a two-time change through a transition to and from the halt position into a 

canter on alternating leads. 

 

It was circus equestrian master Francois Baucher 

(1796-1873) who threw some new light on the 

understanding of the flying change. He understood 

that a better horizontal balance was required to 

execute the movement. Instead of repeating the 

flying change, his approach focused on the physical 

aspects that require coordination for the athletic 

demands of the move. He was the first to teach 

riders they had to increase the duration of the 

decelerating phase of the horse’s hind limbs. His 

success to prepare the horse’s physique properly 

led him to be the first to introduce the change ‘a 

tempo’ also known as tempi changes. This again 

shows how often Baucher is misunderstood as his 

teachings in regards to biomechanics and to prepare the horse’s physique more easily for 

the athletic demand  

of performance is often forgotten.  

 

After Baucher, it was James Fillis (1834-1913) – another circus equestrian and student of 

Baucher – who instituted a specific system for teaching the flying change. This system 

consists of  ‘‘obtaining easy strike offs while straight, and in being able to maintain the 

counter canter. Then, a change from counter canter to normal canter may be demanded, 

being sure that the rider’s leg, which will become the interior one, is active in the region of 

the girth in order to push the horse forwards. When this becomes easy on each hand, start to 

ask for flying changes from the normal canter to the counter canter.” 

 

One of the most well-known opponents to the school of Baucher and Fillis came in the form 

of Gustav Steinbrecht (1808-1885). In an underestimation of the importance of the flying 

change for practical purposes, earlier editions of Steinbrecht’s Das Gymnasium only 

indicated the development of the flying change and gave the advice not to make this change 

the subject of a special exercise but to wait until, in the course of work, the horse would 

perform its changes with increasing skill and reliability, which would automatically bring 
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about the flying change after a while. However, this neither corresponds to facts nor the 

practical significance of this exercise.  

 

Luckily, later editions did include a brief explanation of the flying change in which he 

acknowledges the difficulty of the exercises stating that: ‘‘The flying changes of lead are also 

not every horse’s strength since they require a certain agility and liveliness to be performed 

properly and without deleterious results.’’ 

 

He advised to wait with the flying change until the horse the horse has achieved a certain 

quality of the canter which should be ‘straight, through and relaxed but diligently’. 

Furthermore, he would not start the exercise until the horse was able to perform the simple 

change with ‘increasing skill and gradually more securely and promptly’.  

 

From there, he advises to perform the flying change on the straight line:  

‘‘There are several methods for practicing flying changes of lead and many riders, 

particularly those who are not trained in dressage, use the moment to change the horse 

from one position on a curved line indicated by its position to another, inversely curved line. 

Others [referring to Fillis] perform the first changes of lead from the counter-canter by 

cantering along the wall and completely changing their aids when they reach a corner, using 

primarily the new inside rein and outside leg. However, to teach a horse to change in a 

straight forward direction under all circumstances, it is advantageous to practise the 

changes also on a straight track. (…) Best suited for this purpose is the diagonal through the 

whole arena.’’ 

 

Although he refers to Fillis for using the he latter method, it must be said that he initially did 

do so, but later also mainly practised it on a straight line.  

 

Finally, Steinbrecht emphasized the use of separate aids: ‘‘The aids for the change must be 

given separately from one another, in such a way that the rein aids come first, the leg aids 

follow, and the seat aids complete the change when the change point is reached.’’  

 

In more recent times, it was General Decarpentry (1878-1956) who also acknowledged the 

difficulty of the flying change by stating that: ‘‘To allow the horse to change behind first 

without difficulty, as he must always do, his hindquarters must be very free, and therefore 

considerably unloaded’. Since the old masters worked their horses more “on the haunches” 

than we do today, the overloading of the hindquarters made the leap of the hind legs, which 

permits the change, difficult.’’ 

 

As a result, Decarpentry suggested a different method than to that of Fillis which consisted 

of gradually diminishing the strides of the canter dispersed between each strike off from the 

walk on both hands.  
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Master Nuno Oliveira (1925-1989) advocates the use of the system introduced by Fillis over 

that over General Decarpentry: ‘‘In the first system [Fillis] the flying change can be 

demanded without change of impulsion. In the second [Decarpentry], this does not hold true. 

(…) I believe that, if the system of Fillis is practised with tact on a horse, which has been 

properly prepared of the exercise, it will succeed.’’ 

 

He too emphasized the importance to study correct limb kinematics of the canter and calm 

transitions saying that it is ‘‘necessary to make a complete study of strike offs at the canter, 

practising them from the walk and from halts in order to completely understand and execute 

correct flying changes.’’ 

 

On the topic of tempi changes he wrote ‘‘Almost any rider can make his horde do flying 

changes, more or less close together. Few can succeed in doing flying changes at every stride 

in the volte, serpentine, or in a figure of eight. Flying changes at every stride are one of the 

most brilliant exercises of all the Haute-Ecole work. Their merit lies in the conservation of the 

cadence in which the horse executes this air, in keeping a rigorously straight position, 

adjusted to the curve if necessary, and in the amplitude of stride at the moment of the 

change.’’ 

 

Finally the work of Miguel de Lancastre e Tavora left us some very useful thoughts and 

preparatory exercises for the flying change. He stressed the importance of a straight, well-

balance and relaxed horse and one that was able to make use of the necessary impulsion. 

He described a lot of preparatory exercises – such as counter-canter, lateral work and 

simple transitions - designed to improve the quality of the canter as this was one of his 

cornerstones for a good flying change: ‘‘the quality of a flying change depends on the quality 

of the canter preceding it (…) “The horse should experience the best conditions of balance 

and impulsion possible, so it will be easy for him to understand the mechanics of this new 

way of using his body in the flying change.” 

 

He also pointed out the fact that lead changes in the field or often seen in jumping are 

biomechanically not the same as those required in dressage ‘‘We hear frequently that the 

flying change is easy to train because the horse offers them when free. But this is not true. 

When free, the horse normally changes direction without changing leads and often disunites 

the canter to change.’’ 

 

So in summary it is clear that the flying change is a beautiful, but difficult move and should 

not be taken lightly but prepared with utmost care and focus so that it doesn’t degrade the 

horse to poor performance and stiffness, but that it is one of those moves that allows the 

horse to grow to majestic lengths. Instead of practise makes perfect through endless 
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repetitions, we should evolve to a way of perfect practise. We owe it to our horses.  

 

 

 

                                     PREPARATION 
 

 

First and foremost, the horse should have a certain level of vertical and horizontal balance.  

As mentioned before, a flying change will be as good as the quality of the preceding canter 

so therefore it is really important that the horse is able to perform a sound, calm and 

straight canter. Since we need to be able to increase the deceleration phase of the hind 

limbs prior to the change a basic level of collection is also required.  

 

A soft collected canter will lead to a good preparation for a flying change whereas a bad 

canter will always result in bad flying changes. One with a poor understanding might say I  

am doing Rollkur but I am not afraid to show as this is just a realistic depicture what will 

happen when biomechanical flaws will occur so that you can learn.  
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Important preparatory exercises for a successful flying change include:  

 

◼ Lateral exercises & transitions  

◼ Walk-Canter transitions 

◼ Counter Canter 

◼ Simple changes  

 

To practice lateral movements in the canter will strengthen the haunches and create more 

shoulder freedom. In order to properly preform these exercises, the horse will have to take 

more weight on the haunches and thus, be more collected in canter.  

 

 

 

On the left you can see 

how most horses 

canter – trailing the 

inside him inwards. A 

canter shoulder-in is 

important to straighten 

the horse.  

 

On the other opposite, 

the outside hind should 

be the one to take off 

and prevented from 

trailing out through 

travers cues.  

 

Familiarize your horse with the walk-canter transition, as this will be the first step to the 

flying change. The walk-canter transition is used for the simple flying change, in which the 

rider will take a diagonal in canter, transition back to walk and then proceed in canter on 

the other lead.  

 

Make sure your horse is able to perform a balanced counter-canter. A good and balanced 

counter canter will help with clean changes and will also add to a better canter. The horse 

will also learn to await the rider’s aids for the flying change.  

 

Below you can find some – not all- of the most useful preparatory exercises:  

 

1. Travers to Renvers Transitions  

Travel on a diagonal line in the walk. From there, make transitions from [for example 
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right] travers to [for example left] travers – which technically would be from travers 

to renvers. The first travers prepares the horse for the proper coordination for a 

canter strike off. Keep the movements small – not on too many tracks. Steinbrecht 

also describes this as the ‘canter position’ as the travers also uses the outside hind to 

take off. The transition to the renvers resembles the coordination required for the 

flying change later on.  

 

In this exercise It is important to keep the front limbs nicely forward and to not drift 

from the diagonal line to enhance straightness.  

 

2. Counter shoulder-in to Travers transitions  

This is a general exercise to improve the quality of the canter, especially for those 

horse who often take the wrong lead. For right canter lead: start with a counter 

shoulder-in to the left [while going to the right] on the long side of the wall. Just 

before the corner, change the bend from left to right while keeping the same 

coordination to the limb. This way, the horse will come into a right travers. From 

there, ask for a transition to right lead canter.  

 

3. Canter shoulder-in 

Transition to the corner on the short side. Advance to canter shoulder-in to 

straighten for a few strides after which you advance to a 20 meter circle. Repeat for 

a couple of times to straighten the horse and achieve a balanced canter.  

 

4. Canter serpentine to counter-canter  

Canter following the arena wall. Make a small serpentine from the corner to the 

quarter line and go back to the wall. Gradually enlarge the arc of the serpentine to 

reach the other side of the wall. When the horse is able to make these serpentines 

without losing his balance, he is ready to counter-canter through the short wall.  

 

5. Simple changes  

Start in a collected canter and take the centre line. Start a half pass. Upon arriving at 

the quarter line, make a transition to walk. Go straight for a couple of steps and then 

make a transition to the opposite lead canter. Repeat the same exercise on the other 

side. When the horse is getting more confident you can ask a flying change on the 

quarter line.  

 

Another great exercise with simple changes in between is to take the quarter line in 

collected canter. Keep the horse as straight as possible. Make half a 10 meter circle 

at the end of the line and take the other quarter line. Repeat a couple of times on 

both sides. From there, you can start taking diagonals from one quarter line to the 

other, making a simple transition when crossing the centre line. Make sure to change 
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the spot of taking the diagonal so the horse will not start anticipating the exercise.  

Go back to a big circle when the horse loses balance or rhythm. When the horse is 

getting more confident you can ask a flying change on the diagonal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left to right: canter on quarter line – taking diagonal from the quarer line – half pass to simple 

changes. Pictures adapted from Miquel de Lancastre e Tavora.  

 

Some more exercises will be explained in the next section. Basically any exercise in which 

the flying change can be asked should always be tried first through simple changes.  

 

 

 

                                STEP-BY-STEP PROCESS 
 

Unlike most exercises, I generally prefer to teach the flying change under saddle first prior 

to on the ground. Although it can be performed in hand as well, it usually adds more 

difficulty. To be able to keep up with a horse [especially if it’s a big one such as Warmblood]  

cantering on the ground requires such an extreme amount of collection on the horse’s 
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behalf that I find it not desirable to start with for teaching the exercise. It is therefore that  

I usually develop the flying change under saddle first. On the ground, I generally prefer to 

teach the piaffe first before I start canter in hand as the piaffe will help the strength for a 

proper strike off in collected canter while at the same time this improves the quality of the 

piaffe. Once you have reached that level, flying changes can also be done in hand.  

 

 

 

RIDING – TWO REINS & SEAT (CAVESSON OR BRIDLE)  

1. Prepare the flying change by the exercises mentioned in the previous section. From 

there, the flying change is best asked on a straight – diagonal line. Below a couple of 

extra examples:  

 

◼ Advancing from the short side 

Turn to a diagonal after the second corner from the short side or after turning 

from the quarter line. Coordinate a greater deceleration of the hind limbs to 

properly prepare the horse for the flying change. Ask the flying change in the 

correct moment when the horse is calm, straight and confident.  

 

◼ Advancing from half a circle  

Canter following the arena wall. On the middle of the 

long side, turn into half a 10 meter circle and then 

advance into a short diagonal in the direct to the wall.  

 

Coordinate a greater deceleration of the hind limbs to 

properly prepare the horse for the flying change. Ask 

the flying change in the correct moment when the 

horse is calm, straight and confident.   

 

 

 

◼ Advancing from a straight line  

Ask the horse for a renvers in counter canter. Coordinate 

a greater deceleration of the hind limbs to properly 

prepare the horse for the flying change. On the long side 

of the wall ask for a flying change in the correct moment 

when the horse is calm, straight and confident.   
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◼ Advancing from a circle 

Move on a 20 meter circle close from the 

wall in counter canter. Coordinate a 

greater deceleration of the hind limbs to 

properly prepare the horse for the flying 

change.  After arriving on the long wall ask 

for a flying change in the correct moment  

when the horse is calm, straight and 

confident.   

 

 
 

2. The aids of the flying change should be relatively simple. Nuno Oliveira once stated 

you will have to pretend to transition into the canter. The fact that you already 

happen to be in the canter shouldn’t matter. So let’s say you want to change from 

right lead to left lead. Then the aids for the change should be the same aids you use 

from transitioning in the left lead with the only difference being the change in 

direction of bend. It is therefore that I like to uphold Steinbrecht’s order of aids:  

 

◼ First the reins → the same way you would use the reins for any change of bend. 

So remember to rebalance your shoulders to the new direction and that the 

inside rein allows the new leading limb to come forward. Any restriction will 

result in the horse not being able to make the change.  

 

◼ Secondly the legs → Use them the same way as for a normal transition which 

would mean outside leg slightly back to control this most important limb so you 

can direct it unto the line and using an inside leg aid for bend and suspension.  

Make sure to squeeze with the thighs.  

 

◼ Finally the seat  to complete the change → As with anything, the seat should be 

in accordance with the horse. In Steinbrecht’s words: ‘’At the moment of change, 

the rider must sit up more, hollow his back [in accordance with the horse], and 

push his inside hip and inside seat bone forward without moving his leg on the 

same side further forward than to the girth. He must, with his seat, seem to want 

to throw the horse forward-upwards in a straight direction, with his new inside 

leg acting a little stronger and with the new inner side being allowed to lead. The 
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rider’s weight is then direct more toward the outside seat bone.’’ 

 

 

 

3. Enjoy the process and make sure not to tire your horse out. Especially in the flying 

change it is not about endless repetitions but about perfect practise. When the 

horse doesn’t change always remember that his physique isn’t prepared properly yet 

and work on the preparatory exercises in greater detail before coming back to it ☺   

 

 

                          CHALLENGES & TROUBLESHOOTING 
 

 

1. My horse changes on its own. 

When first starting to teach the flying change it is very common and normal that 

your horse gets excited and eager to perform the exercise. Many horses will change 

on their own when you take the diagonal, because that is what they’ve learned and 

now know. They anticipate for what’s coming. For this reason, try to not always 

make the change on the same line and don’t forget to also keep practising the 

simple change and the counter canter.  

 

2. My horse doesn’t change completely  

This is often referred to as a horse late behind. Any incomplete change is the result 

of a biomechanical flaw. Remember that the horse is not late behind, but that its 

biomechanics are doing something different. So therefore make sure that you have 

really studied the proper biomechanics of the canter to understand the problem.  

 

From there, you’ll probably have to return to lateral work in collected canter as well 

as the other preparatory exercises.  

 

Furthermore, also check  whether you’re not accidently blocking your horse from 

changing completely. Remember that you have to change your seat yourself as well 

to allow the horse to make the change, otherwise it will become very difficult for 

your horse to change.  

 

3. Speeding 

A horse always decelerates before and slightly accelerates after the change. This is 

how they keep balance. However, if the horse starts going fast, it is likely the result 

of an incorrect change – a lead change and you have to go back to the preparatory 

exercises too.  
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4. It’s not happening / resistance  

One simple answer to this, the horse’s body and mind isn’t prepared optimally.  

The horse might be hindered by biomechanical issues. So in those cases really listen 

to your horse and take a step back and work at the root of the problem first. 

Remember, the most common cause of lameness is lameness!  

 

 

 

 

                               THE END☺  
 

 


